Abstract—An Edugame mobile application namely, Fardhu Ain Firdaus is an intelligent personalization edugame application for kids to learn Wudhu and Solah. This edugame used mobile platform that embedded the Production Rules intelligent technique for emotion prediction and presentation. The objectives of this research are to investigate limitation and parameter of adaptive rules based on emotions characteristics, to produce new rules for emotion solving in mobile edu games adaptive presentation and to test the accuracy of production rules for emotion solving in mobile edu games. The app interface will change according to the mood of the kids and ease their negative emotions and make the children ready to accept the learning and knowledge. This app can overcome "one size fits all" problem in app’s games available by embedding the personalization into the apps. User acceptance tests have been done to 10 children, and results showed that this edugame app could enhance their understanding and attract them towards learning Fardhu Ain. This edugame technology personalization application can be new attraction to the computer games’ lover.

Index Terms—Adaptation Edugame, edugame, emotions in teaching and learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Edugame is the games that combines pedagogical and entertainment in one application. Edugame are designed for the purpose of contributing to the teaching and learning [1], as nowadays the approach of teaching and learning is change into the usage of multimedia [2]. Various subjects can be delivered using this new approach includes language learning. Multimedia is shown as one of an effective way to attract the student to perceive the knowledge [3]. The use of interactive multimedia such as Edugame, provides the authentic learning experiments, learners’ control over their learning and focus on the content [4]. This will gives new exciting way for the student to learn and the teacher to teach the subject.

Recently, Edugame on mobile devices is growing rapidly and in great demand by students for entertainment or increase their knowledge. The Edugame is use to enhance interested learning and entertaining to various aspects of education [5]. The best identified aspects of the Edugame is to increases the motivation of learners [6] and the relationship between games and constructivist theory [7], because the games are well made can have pedagogical value of learning to produce a satisfactory outcome. A crucial factor for adaptivity is challenge. It can result from adapting the level of difficulty of the tasks to the learners’ ability level so that a constant challenge is felt. Not only the level of difficulty of the tasks is adjusted to the learners’ ability level, but also the system reacts to personal learning styles, preferences and emotions [8].

This paper will present an adaptive Edugame based on Emotion for Fardhu Ain Learning.

A. Related Works

Edugame have become common domestic and personal technologies and become pervasive feature on any multimedia devices, particularly in mobile phone. The well designed Edugame here the potential advantage of increasing intrinsic motivation and deeping learning [1]. The informal literacies that are developed through Edugame make them of interest and value to educators in informal teaching and learning [9]. [10] stated that the key to successfully implementing Edugame involves developing a strong alignment between the Edugame development process, the topic/subject, the arrival and the experience of the individual student. It involves a critical understanding of the relationship between player and pedagogy way informs curriculum developer.

There are a few adaptation types such as context-aware system, which adapted the presentation of the content. Content was presented in a variety of ways based on both student prior competencies (pre-requisite knowledge and skills) and preferences [11].

Research by [12] shows how Emotions play an extremely important role in human life. It can acts as a good decision making by combining emotion with head and heart together to make the right decision. Emotions show feeling and helps human to recognize the truth, appreciate beauty and gives human the experience of joy. It is shown that emotions can enhance the learning capabilities in human and should be an important aspect to be considered in adaptation technology.

II. AN ADAPTIVE INTELLIGENT PRESENTATION EDUGAME BASED ON EMOTIONS

An adaptive intelligent presentation edugame based on emotions is an educational game, which used intelligent production rules base on emotion characteristics of the user to present the content of the game. Emotions are the aspect of adaptation for this game. To test the rules and adaptation that can be embedded into the games technology, the researcher
develops a prototype, namely Fadhu Ain Firdaus mobile game.

A. The Development

Fig. 1 shows the framework flow of emotion detection and content presentation in Fardhu Ain Firdaus application. It starts when an application is able to detect the result from the user based on the questionnaire given through the interface. Then the system will check the rules for emotions. After the system detect the emotions based on user selection, it will be matched the suitable presentation to suit the user’s need and the interface of solution is appearing to the users.

The process of emotion detection will stopped after the system did not receive any response (clicking the emotion icon) by the user. The presentation interface will remain the same.

The application can be considered as real time application as every time the user clicks the emotion icon, the interface will keep on changing based on the user’s emotion.

B. Rule of Adaptive Emotions

Fardhu Ain Firdaus application is an edugame that used context-aware system to adapt the content as emotion solving in mobile environment. A set of rules for adaptive emotions solving is created, as shown in Fig. 2. The system will be able to adapt the emotions using Production rules. Based on the identification, information can be obtained from student’s emotions through questionnaire. Then, the application offers content that are adaptive to the emotion and students can ease their feeling while perceive the knowledge.

Based on the rules, the user will interact with the interface as shown in Fig. 3. The user will click on the icon that represents their feeling. If the “HAPPY” icon is selected, then the happy presentation will be shown to the user.

C. The Interface Design

Interface design plays, a crucial part in adaptive application. Through the interface, interaction between user and the application occurs. The application systems will be able to detect the emotion through the questionnaire given by the application. The design of user emotion detection through questionnaire is shown in Fig. 3.

Ref. [13] identified the emotions could be relieve by using the color aura. The color aura based on the expert [13], have been simplified and shown in Table 1. For sad emotion, the design of interface must have lots of green color. The green color will stimulate the emotion to feel happy and be in neutral environment. Furthermore for happy emotion, the interface must have lots of pink color. This is because the pink color will sustain the happy emotion. While for the angry emotion, the design should have lots of blue color. The blue color will ease the angry emotion.

If the user is detected with the sad emotion, the content of sad, which full of green color interface will be presented to the user. The color of green is determined by [13] as an aura to ease the sad emotion. The sad interface is shown in Fig. 4.

---

**TABLE I: MAIN COLOR TO EASE EMOTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Main Color to Ease Emotion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

III. TESTING AND RESULT

A. Testing

The researcher has done the usability test based on the
Edugame application, namely Fardhu Ain Firdaus. The objectives of this test is to see the effectiveness of the respondents towards the application. Ten children aged six to nine years old are being selected as respondents. As this is a qualitative research, ten respondents is enough to shows the result that will fulfill the objective of the testing. They have been given the application to play with. The emotion icon chosen is also been control by the observation of the researcher through the children face and attitude reaction. This is to make sure that the children are selecting the right emotion that’s show their feeling.

B. Results

The result is divided in to four categories, which is shows the look and feel of the application, the ease of use, the color influence and the learn ability.

Fig. 5 shows the look and feel of the children towards the application. Each percentage shows that the children loves the look and feel of this application with 100% result acceptance based on cumulative of the look and feel percentage.

The ease of use results shown 93% acceptance by the user as referred to Fig. 6.

7% of the respondents is detecting as a new user to the mobile technology and take an extra time to learn and get use of the mobile game application.

Fig. 7 illustrates the bar charts that show the 100% of the respondents agree the application color, influence their emotion and enhance their learning ability.

As the result discussion, its shows that an adaptive intelligent presentation edugames using production rules based on user emotions can be used to enhance the learning capability of the children while perceive their learning through edugames.

IV. CONCLUSION

The adaptive technology based on emotions can helps the learner to perceive the knowledge easily. The capability of color aura can ease the learner’s emotion and makes their acceptance of learning smoothly without any distraction of negative emotions. All Edugame developer can use this technology to developed personalized intelligent Edugame. The future work of this study is to attach the application with Brain Computer Interface, which can automatically predict the user emotion and match the emotion to suitable interface presentation.
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